New Office Furnishings Brand to Launch First Battery-Operated, Movable,
Sit/Stand Desk at NeoCon
AKRON, Ohio (June 11, 2018) – RGS Furniture, a new exclusive line of office furnishings for
the dealer community and an office supply manufacturer based in Akron, Ohio, is launching its
new Ovation Sit/Stand Desk, a battery-operated, height-adjustable, movable desk at NeoCon
June 11-13, 2018 at The Mart in Chicago.
The patent-pending Ovation Desk operates in two stages with a single motor. It’s the first desk
of its kind to be battery-operated and on casters, making the trend of a flexible work
environment easier and more convenient. With four programmable settings, it allows for a
consistent, comfortable transition each time an associate is ready for a change from sitting to
standing, or vice versa.
“The Ovation Desk is critical to the way associates want to work,” said Skip Summerville,
president of RGS Furniture. “We incorporated a simple battery-operated technology into our
new desk to allow for easy, fluid transition between sitting and standing.”
The desk top is available in six standard finishes and six premium finishes that are constructed
of Made in the U.S.A. high-pressure laminate. The premium finishes require extended lead time.
The Foundations panel system, which is standard with the desk, features a beltline power panel,
allowing for easier usability.
The Ovation Desk sizes start at 48 inches wide and go up to 84 inches wide.
RGS Furniture is also launching the patent-pending Vector Conference Table with matching
Buffet Credenza. The Vector Conference Table is designed by Q Design and features a
Lockdowel fastening system for easier, faster assembly.
The modular table is designed with a hidden trough for power cables and HDMI hookups. The
table legs are hollow, allowing for the power cables to be completely hidden from view and
making for a sleek presentation and work environment. The new table is available in sizes from
6 feet in length up to 24 feet.
The Launch of a New Brand
RGS is an exclusive furnishings brand for the dealer community. With higher quality fabrics,
finishes and designs, exclusive high-pressure laminate and more qualified technical specs, RGS
is positioned to cater to the executive work force.
RGS is also a General Services Administration (GSA) provider, with authority to sell to military
bases in the U.S.

For more information about The Ovation Desk and Vector Conference Table, please visit
www.rgsfurniture.com.
Editorial Note: Stop by the RGS Furniture NeoCon Booth #7-1073 to learn more about the new
Ovation Desk and Vector Conference Table.
About RGS Furniture
RGS Furniture began in 1940 as Summervilles, an office product supply store in downtown
Akron, Ohio. It was started by Norma B. Summerville and has expanded over the years to
become a global supplier and manufacturer of a wide array of office furniture products and
materials. Now in its third generation of family management, RGS Furniture includes in-house
design teams, installers, a custom crate and furniture shop and a national sales network. For
more information about RGS Furniture’s entire product line and custom offerings, visit
www.rgsfurniture.com.
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